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are the fol

lowing measures:

Steak

and

other

"special"

items will be served more often;
Seconds will be available on
all meat except steak and pork
chops ;
Seconds and thirds will be
available on beverages.

25 YEARS IN ACTION The Silver Anniversary of the Kilts
will be celebrated this week by a concert Sunday. See story
on page 4.

Yooster Students Learn Too Late
That Shoplifting Becomes Costly 'Joke'

Two

by Jerry Meyer
Two students from the college have been found guilty
of shoplifting in Wooster city stores during the past two
weeks and have been heavily penalized.
In the first case a student was charged with shoplifting
some bologna worth about 65 cents

of prime importance in these cases,
however; the real importance is
that records of conviction by the
court will be kept by the deans
and by the police department. It
is the understanding of the deans
at present that conviction of a
misdemeanor means that it would
be impossible for the student to
be admitted to any law school or
to some graduate schools.

from Kroger's Supermarket in
Wooster. In the second case a student was charged with shoplifting
two packs of cigarettes from Bueh-ler'- s
Food Market.
Avoid Jail
Both students were given hearings in Wooster municipal court.
Each was found guilty and fined
$50 plus $8 in court costs. Ten-dajail sentences were suspended on
the condition that the students
work three days without pay at
the stores where the shoplifting
occurred.
After the city hearing the deans
of the college met with the students to discuss their cases. Each
situation was considered individually, although the penalties imposed by the Administration in
both cases were standard.
Each student was suspended
from the college for two weeks.
The penalties apparently are not

Beginning Monday Kenarden
and Upper Holden dining rooms
will be open to all students from
8 to 9 a.m. for late breakfast of
coffee, rolls or toast, milk and fruit
juice. On Saturday and Sunday
breakfast hours will be 8:30 to 9
a.m., "which," Mr. Palmer remarked, "should be late enough
for everybody."
Breakage Cost Drops
As of March 15 a new charge
for breakage of dishes by student
employees will base costs on value
after depreciation rather than cost
of replacement. Each worker is allowed $2 per semester for careless
breakage; accidental breakage will
not be penalized.
Expressing surprise at student
distaste for annual meetings at the

the
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GradS drool Problems;
Colleges

Current

mkm

by Don Kennedy

world of public relations has reached the stage where Wooster and
The
other undergraduate schools must "sell" the type of graduate they produce. The basic
problem in gaining admission to graduate schools today is the tremendous jump in the
number of applicants in the last few years. Thus the competition is rougher and advertis- ever-growin-

g

mg enters me scene.
my next question was simply 'how
To meet this problem, Dean of can we improve it?'"
the College J. Garber Drushal is
Most graduate schools now operpursuing a program of visits to
on a system of projection by
ate
various schools in order to present
them with Wooster's educational
system.

"There is a problem," Dean
Drushal commented, "in getting
our students into certain schools,
Our job is to enhance our chances
at every school possible." Accord-- ,
ingly, Dean Drushal visited the
campuses of Purdue, Indiana,
Stanford, Southern California, Cornell, Iowa and the University of
Pittsburgh this fall. Last spring
the deans of Wisconsin, Michigan,
Michigan State, Pennsylvania and
Princeton found the name Drushal
on their appointment schedule.
"I spoke to the dean of one of
the schools on the west coast and
asked how he rateous. He answered and replied he thought my
next question would be 'why?' But

STUDY IN GREECE
i

Senior Classics major Lisa
Voelker has won an Eta Sigma Phi, National Classics honorary, scholarship of $550 for
six weeks of study this summer in Athens, Greece.
they calculate the applicant's general college record, his
grduate exams, and the past record
of former graduates from that undergraduate school. Using these
factors, they extrapolate the probable graduate success of each
qualified applicant. Due to the increase in the number of applicants,
Yale's law school, for example, can
which

Inn to discuss specific complaints suggestions to Mr. Palmer.
about meals, Mr. Palmer suggested
We hope these changes will be
improvements for all concerned,"
continued Mr. Palmer. "Each is
CLEVELAND TRIO
an experiment. This coming sum
The SGA is sponsoring a
mer we will study their results
Cleveland trio in the Chapel
and set our policy for the fall. I
on Monday, March 22. Memlook forward to continuing as
bers of the trio will include
many of these ideas as possible."
a violinist, Jacques Posell,
An investigation of food ser- father of senior Tinka Posell,
and Marcelina Hawk, pianist.
MORE

PHI BETES

Cynthia Smith and Tim Til-thave received invitations
to the Wooster Chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa after seven semesters of study.

on

that these events should be discontinued.
Committee for Requests

"I would suggest," commented
Mr. Palmer, "that the SGA estab- vices, both commercial and school-ownelish a committee to receive comin other colleges is proments or requests from anyone in ceeding, according to Mr. Palmer.
the student body. This committee
can ask me or the Deans or the 4
Food Service Director for a meeting at any time. Tim Tilton, Wade
Brynelson, Anne Grigsby and Al
Snyder, student members of the

d,

"With recent information regarding other schools, we believe they
have not had a marked increase
in cost for some of their new programs of giving more food," explained Mr. Palmer. He added,
however, "We are aware that there
are things that other schools and
services have done, and are doing
purely on an experimental basis,
which we believe they are able to
afford because of the school's financial position, or which the catering companies are doing in order
to show something new as a means
of keeping or getting a contract.
Mr. Palmer stressed the fact
that new equipment and facilities,
such as the planned new women's
dining room, should make such
new policies more easily practice-able- .

v
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committee, expressed willingness
to convey student complaints and

Nearly 30 percent of the student body achieved grade
averages between a 3.0 and 3.5 last semester. Included on
this Dean's List are the following students, in random listing.

Lim-keman-

PJtoslf ASdI'

...

i-

One Third Student Body,
450 Achieve Honor List

1 nomas
Hawk, Joan Dun
Seniors: Thomas
can, ratncia Kowaluk, Janet Jones,
Anne Whitacre, Richard Hunter, Sandra Hawkins, Charles Smith, Nancy
Roha, Nancy Hunt, Thomas Woolley,
Nancy Winder, David Allen, Bryan
Jeffreys, Phyllis Worthington,
Susan Lewis, Thomas Whittington,
Barbara Kurz, John Rimmer, Ronald
Geitgey, Amy Mears, Gretchen Meister,
Barbara Marsh, David Petersen, Sandra
Scott,
Judith Barry, Mary Pritchard,
Security
Clearance
No
Marlene Ewald, Jane Smith, Sara AlIt may also be difficult for the len, Nancy Riddle, Arlene Dingilian,
Nancy Rose, William Longbrake,
student to obtain a federal security
McElhinney, David Ogle, Karl
Ruth
clearance. Any student applying
Gross, Lydia Roberts, Betsy Reehorst,
for federal work within one year Margaret Steel, Anthony Uhler, Nancy
of committing a misdemeanor is Spillner, Nancy Ezzard, Mimi Huelsen-beck- ,
Steven Roberts, Edward Hearne,
disqualified for the job. After one
Karatinos, David Guldin,
Nickolas
year each case receives special conRobert Tucker, Eric Jensen, Thomas
sideration. Without the necessary McClung, Barry French, Elizabeth
student
security clearance
Elizabeth Gibson, Joan Milan-ovicCraig
Ewart, Gail Hoover,
could not receive a commission in
Martha
Home, Steven CampReid,
the armed services and could not
bell, Carolyn Andrews, Peter Griswold,
be accepted for some civilian posi- John Richeson, Bruce Burns,
tions in the federal government.
B.etsy Marshall, Mary Grove, Mary

y

BREAKFAST

;

i

XTEND

Steak, seconds, and late breakfast hours were among the temporary new policies announced by Mr. Arthur Palmer,
college business manager, at a recent meeting of the Committee for Food Service Investigation. One week after the
committee, composed of personnel deans, the business manager and four students selected by the SGA, had voiced com- .
- i
. .
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e
!
O
r
l
planus arm suggestions aDoui r ooa service policies ana11-quality oi iood, Mr. ralmer
presented the new policies.
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Number 18

their places annually with
students whose projected average
is 3.3 of a possible 4.0.
Thus Wooster has a problem
with schools not familiar with
Wooster students in the past. "We
have no trouble with such excellent schools as Duke, Chicago,
Wisconsin, and others because our
past record there is so outstanding," summed Mr. Drushal. But
problems do exist for Wooster students with just average recommendations whose ambitions lie in
places where the College has not
been well represented in the past.
Wooster has an advantage in
the schools where the applications
are examined by the admissions
office rather than by an impartial
computer with an eye for 3.0
grade averages. The growing tendency is for the admissions officers
to scan the the applications to see
what school applicants are fpom
fill all

(Continued on Page 4)

Byers, Karen Morris, Nancy Workman,

William Balloon, Daniel Cryer, Jean
Patterson, Ann Kunkel, Frank
William Michel, Edwin Peterson, Janet Meyers, Dorinda Hale, Jennifer Dodds, Nancy Klyberg,
Rosemary Cadigan, Richard Reiding-er- ,
Elizabeth Stout, Carol Magill, John
Owen, Kay Sarchet, Randall Porter,
David Warner,
Francis Gcconetti,
Brooke Creswell, Elden Schneider, Thomas Harris, Thomas Ewell, Mark
Michael Clarke,
Cynthia Williams, Richard Howells,
James Alexander, William Bode, Susanna Spaulding, John Koester, Thomas
Patton, Judith Young, Susan David,
Susan Adams, William Fraunfelder,
Mary Prittie, Linda Blackwood,
Lynn Pierson, Louis Black, Martha
Eshelman, Sara Robshaw, Gilbert Staff-enPeter Davis, Carol Fuller, Barbara
Marras, Grant Sherwood, Mike

9
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.

Gil-buen- a,

Den-beau-

Exhibit Features Olson's Art
by Diane Yunck

x,

d,

Hem-met- t,

Owen Davison.

Juniors: David Lawrence, Judith Ellis, Daniel Mitchell, Martha Webb,
John Salzman, Phyllis Davis, Margaret
Michael, Thomas Nichols, Gerald Meyer, Patricia Showalter, Charles Darling,
Carl LoPresti, William Austin, Jon
Stoops, James Long,
Bonnie
Conrad, Paul Key, Sue
Thomas, Philip Muller, Mrs. Tate Hudson, John Engstrom, Darwin Clupper,
Mike Zimmerman, Diana Vandersall,
Jane Wright, Margaret Romig,, Robert
Gray, Janet Kern, Margaret Buchanan,
Marcia Wood, John Zimmerman, Richard Curtis, David Harrison,
Renee Vance, Carol Locke, Charles
Thayer, Cathleen Hill, Joan Browne,
Ronald Neill, Charles Gabriel, Kathryn
Sharp, Diane Kohler, Marcia Relph,
Carolyn Hay, Leonard Peifer, James
McHenry, William Elliott, Thomas
Carol Holley, Vincent Dunlap,
John Gardner, Sue McCulla, Michael
Linn, Chalmers Brumbaugh, Kathleen
Oldham, Larry Haise, William Gribble,
Jay Carr, Jean Reinhart, Richard Elder,
Sandra Weaver, Phyllis Young, David
Ste-war-

"LANDSCAPE" is one of the paintings by Mr. George Olson
now on display at the Art Center.

t,

JR's - SR's
Sophomore and junior men
interested in serving as Junior
or Senior Residents next year
are asked to attend the meeting in Lower Douglass on
Tuesday, March 9, at 7:30.
McCree, Martha Davis, Esther Johnson,
Wade Gibson, Karen Holbrook, Rob
ert Carter, David Anderson, Martha
Westhafer, William Kerr, Alice Olson,
James O Bnen, David ' Lazor, Jill
Schropp, Persis Rogers, Barbara Boyce,
Barbara Hawkins, David Jones, Eliza
beth Mclntyre, Keith Baker, Douglas
Fischer, Janice Tierney, David Orth,
David Burkett,
Steven Pleune, Jeanette Scotland,
Eniko Babos, Alden Umbarger, Diane
Kaiser, Sue Vail, Carol Monical, Nancy
Merrilees, Bruce . Bigelow, Timothy
Kramer.
(Continued on Page 4)

show by Mr. George Olson which will be
In the
on display until March 23, we have a unique opportunity to
become thoroughly acquainted with the work of the artist and
to absorb the atmosphere he has created. Taking us away
one-ma- n

from the confusion and raucus
tumult of the city, the artist gives
us a last glimpse of the hot Urban
Sunrise in a panel treated as both
collage and as painting. We see
the city's hollow eyes in the
an oil sketch. Reaching the
fringes of the city, the artist points
Here in their ulto a junk-yartimate resting place lie the automobiles which modern society
worships here is where these
once glorious status symbols become Symbols Without Status.
in oils appears
Another junk-yarin its abstraction as an apparition
vibrating before our eyes.
Wind, Soil
At last we come to the open
countryside. Mr. Olson's landscapes are not bathed in sunlight,
but emerge from the soil and are
pulled and dominated by the wind.
The Maples, The Quarry 1 ree, and
The Hillside exemplify this tension
and turbulence.
The paintings of Mr. Olson re
veal a pronounced feeling for the
qualities of oil paint as a medium
distinct from any other. At times
he builds and builds layers of paint
into a thick and opaque impasto.
Other times he washes over the
thick whites with a darker glaze
of brown made of pigment, linseed
oil, turpentine and dammar varnish. In some scenes he uses a
very liquid and almost enamel-lik- e
paint as well. The linearity of
some of Mr. Olson's paintings reflects his experience in the graphic
world of engraving, etching and
drawing.
Robert H. Smith of the Re
ligion department is sponsoring an
exhibit of ancient Palestinian pottery from the dig,
This collection, loaned by the Pa- City-scap-

e,

cific School of Religion in Berkley, Calif., is a response to the
growing general interest in the
field of archaeology. The city from
which these pieces were taken was
first inhabited in the Early Bronze

d.

d

Tell-en-Nasbe-

h.

SHARK

SHOW

"This was the year that
was" will be the theme of

the annual Sharks' show to
be presented next Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights at 8:15. This
year the show will be directed
by Mady Miller and Jean
Milligan. Frank Gilbuena will
narrating. Mady Miller will
solo in a "Van Gogh" number. "Civil Rights" and "Civil
War Centennial" themes will
be presented in two duets.
Senior Sue Adams and freshman Terry Stryker will couple
in the first number and sophomore Sue Finefrock will join
freshman Eleanor Coombs in

the second.
and Iron Age and later in Roman
times. Along with pottery-ware- ,
one may also see some jewelry of
ceramic, glass, carnelian and stone.
Iron Age Artifacts
Several pieces of pottery purchased in Jerusalem by Mr. Smith
himself supplement the exhibit
He is making these available to
students for study projects. This
pottery as well as the larger collection dates from c. 3000 B.C. to
c. 500 A.D. Along this line the art
department's own collection of
ancient art objects at the west wall
mav be of interest.
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A Quick Step Forward

Readers Discuss

The steps taken by the Administration in response to
student sentiment concerning Food Service (see page one)
are, we feel, indicative of what can be accomplished in a
short time on this campus if all parties show an eagerness for
cooperation. The committee created to study current Food
Service complaints met once, had a meaningful exchange of
ideas, and then acted.

Chapel, Dinner
N

vjS4

A major reason for the rapid progress made by this group

A

, x

w sXv

was the work of Arthur Palmer, business manager of the College. Mr. Palmer was first approached with the idea of longer
breakfast hours by a member of the Voice staff during semester break. His interest in the proposal and subsequent prompt
and thorough investigation of its feasibility deserve a high
degree of praise and thanks from the student body.

Reaching a first goal does not signal the end of a task,
however. There are still many things wrong with the Food
Service operation, and as paying customers Wooster students
should continue to objectively criticize features of the organization. We feel that a vital second step would be a
questionnaire distributed to students on leaving the dining
halls. They would take the form to their rooms and fill it out,
answering such questions as "Do you like chicken for Sunday
dinner?" and "Are servings large enough at present?" This
is not a new idea most food services in Ohio use it already
but is well worth the time and effort required. We are
convinced that meals such as creamed dried beef on toast
and ground sausage link are not as popular with the diners as
Food Service maintains. What better way to test meal-goerreactions than by asking for their opinions in written form?
bi-week-

s

ly

xv
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On the Rocks
by Walter Rockenstein

s'

Selma, Alabama and Sheriff Jim Clark are by this time in his home state of discrimination
familiar to nearly everyone on the Wooster campus. Yet, in voter registration and to offer
One of the surprising lessons recently learned by several many here have not recognized the significance of the voter his support for Federal legislation
to stop such action.
members of the Food Service Committee was that the students registration demonstrations which Dr. Martin Luther King
To Bypass the State
of this college are generally not satisfied with the quality and launched in belma over a month
The Justice Department has requantity of their meals. The Administration reviewed com- ago. The fact is that they provide partment just does not have the sponded by preparing a proposal
vivid evidence of the failure of staff necessary to prosecute all sus- to solve the problem. Based on the
ments by student representatives and improved Food Service. the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to pected violations. Second,
in those
We feel that a system of questionnaires distributed to all diners guarantee to the Negro the right instances where cases are brought, Fifteenth Amendment, the bill
would bypass the state and local
would continue this trend. Customers paying better than $2.00 to vote.
the process of investigation, pre- officials who impede registration
This is not to deny that the paration, trial and appeal required
daily for food should be able to compliment or criticize their
by providing Federal Registrars to
tomade
strides
significant
act
for
each
is
case
a
time
consuming
meals more easily and more often.
register eligible Negroes. This bill

News Explosion
The problem of communications on this campus is fast
getting out of hand. Chapel announcements now deal only
with messages for 200 or more members of the college community. The Scot Calendar has recently spilled over onto
its reverse side, so that some of its news is unreadable when
the sheet is posted on a bulletin board. Dining hall announcements have, by a recent edict, been shortened, and are sometimes arbitrarily selected for reading. Campus mail is able
to deliver too little, too late. And the Voice, with restrictions
of space and advertising support, finds it impossible to provide provocative articles as well as announcements of coming events and miscellaneous small news items. Of late we
have ruefully taken as our motto, "All the news that fits we

ward the realization of that goal.
Specifically, it made two important
contributions. First, it struck a
deadly blow at the literacy test by
making a sixth grade education
sufficient presumption of literacy
for voting. Second, it gave the Attorney General of the United States
the power to bring before Federal
courts cases involving suspected
violations of voting rights.
Snail's Pace
Yet, despite the act, in Selma
and a host of other Southern
county seats, the registration of
Negroes proceeds at a snail's pace
or not at all. The 1964 Act has
been ineffective in speeding up the
process, first, because the Civil
Rights Division of the Justice De

one.

will probably be introduced late in
To illustrate this problem, Dr. the current session of Congress to
King set up the voter registration avoid delaying the passage of other
drive in Selma. With the help of administration measures.
Thus, the voter drive in Selma
Sheriff Clark, Dr. King has made
clear the failure of the 1964 Civil tells us that the struggle to guarRights Act in the area of voting antee the right to vote to all citirights. President Johnson affirmed zens regardless of race, creed or
this when he conferred with Dr. color has not yet been won. More
King on the situation. (One might drastic measures are called for,
note at this point that President and President Johnson seems willJohnson has a political interest in ing to support them. If Senator
the problem. He is the kind of man Long's bold stand helps to curb
who remembers that of the six' Southern opposition, the Republican-Demcoalition which
states he lost in 1964 five were ocratic
Southern states where less than pushed through the Civil Rights
45 percent of the eligible Negroes Act of 1964 should have little
were registered to vote.) Even trouble in passing the Federal ReSen. Long of Louisiana has gone gistrar plan when it comes to a
so far as to accuse certain parishes vote.

print."
We see only two possible solutions to the situation. Either
the Voice must publish
doubling the already stags
gering number of
required to produce one issue,
or a daily mimeoed sheet of calendar events and miscellaneous
items must circulate to all dorms, offices and bulletin boards.
Perhaps a part-tim- e
student could earn a salary preparing and
mimeographing such a
and another could spend
a few hours each morning distributing it. Certainly we must
find a more efficient way to publish all the news of the college
community.
bi-weekl-

y,

man-hour-

news-shee-

t,

Expanded Concert Series
Two of the most valuable musical experiences of the
year have been provided by the Student Concert Series, an
organization which arose a year ago from student and faculty
initiative. Questionnaires collected at the last concert of this
year's series indicated an almost unanimous desire on the
part oi the audience lor an expanded program next year. The
SGA seconded this response by contributing $1500 to the

program.

by Alex Keith

down next to the young Beard who I wrote, just as fast as my little
was snuffling over a sticky coffee old pencil would go.
cup. Well, I thought, here goes my
"That looks like it." I thanked

Hi ! Let me introduce myself. My name is Gurgles La career in journalism.
Vere and I'm college editor
"Has Brewster given you a uniof Young Sophisticate maga- que Christian, liberal arts, educa-

zine. Now, being intellectual col- tional experience?" I queried, pad
lege students you all probably and pencil in pink gloved hand.
never heard of my publication
"Huh . . . ?" said the young
but, I was sorry to discover, Beard. I repeated the question.
my publication has heard of you
"Well
he wrinkled his
Brewster U. that is, a small, smooth
brow. "You might
boyish
coed, liberal arts, Christian colsay that Brewster certainly is unilege located hetween a grain eleque." I scribbled frantically.
vator and a rubber factory many
"And do you find here an inmiles into the Ohio hinterlands.
tellectually
stimulating cosmopoliSuddenly, last summer, my pink,
rhinestone-studdePrincess phone tan atmosphere?"
He scratched his beard, then
rang. It was the "Chief," editor of
Young Sophisticate, Bita Honey jumped up to his full 5' 2" and
placed his right hand over the
Blackbird.
side of his raincoat. Three
"Gurgles, deah," she breathed
fell to the floor.
pretzels
heavily into the mouthpiece. She

..."

d

left-han- d

"We at Brewster, tolerate and
always calls me dear because she
everybody, regardless of
accept
Plans for next year's series of, hopefullv. four concerts. forgets my name.
race, creed, color or national ori"Gurgles," she said, "do I have
focus on rather unusual musical programs differing from the
gins. We stand for love and clean-livina scoop exclusive for you!"
and the American Way of
usual lare available to Wooster students: classical guitar and
"Oh, Chief," I whispered, hold- Life." Way of Life, I wrote furirenaissance music may be featured in two of these programs.
ing hard to my pink, rhinestone-studde- d ously.
Certainly Woosterians unable to attend concerts in large cities
pillbox, "I haven't had a
"How about your social life?"
will enjoy such selections.
college-typ- e
scoop since I covered I asked him.
"Oh, no troubles at all on that
We are especially pleased that initiative on this campus the Oberlin Hunger Strikes and
lost my stomach."
he answered. "My wife
account,"
has resulted in such a successful and enjoyable program of
"Are you tnere, deah?" asked has her friends and I have mine."
concerts, and we are hopeful that the Student Concert Series the Chief. "You're jetting to Ohio, I hadn't known there were married
will be able to meet the response of the Wooster audience by that's in the West, deah, to report students at Brew so I wrote this
expanding next year. It will be appropriate if such a campus-bor- n on Brewster U. for our young, down too.
g

program can flourish during the Centennial Year.
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ALEXANDRA KEITH, Managing Editor

FORUM

sophisticated readers. Remember
key it to the Junior High mind.
Have to keep up circulation. And
be back before dinner or you'll
turn into a cumquat. Have fun!"
Upon arrival I followed a tall,
bearded young male figure into a
small, brown building.
Shack, what a quaint name for the
student union, I mused, as I bop
ped in to the strained strains of
Let me tellya bout the birds and
the bees
I plunked myself
S-H-A-C-

-K,

..."

about Chapel programs?" I asked.
"Some students would rather
pay the fine," he answered. "Chapel-I wrote. (I don't write
fine"
very fast for a reporter. Neither
am. I very bright but I do know
the junior high mind.)
"I think today was Senior
Chapel," he mused, "That's when
senior women wear negligees and
senior men realize what they've
missed for four years." Negligees,
"What

him profusely. "My card. And
please accept this complimentary
lifetime subscription to Young
Sophisticate, the magazine with nothing in particular in mind. You
hurry on now, 'cause I'm sure
you students are busy, busy, busy."
"Students?" the Beard looked
as if I had presented him with a
plateful of Eggs ala Goldenrod.
"I'm not a student. I rake leaves
for the Maintenance department.
This is my afternoon coffee
break."
My heart thumped under my
pink mohair suit and I felt as
though I had just eaten 10 bowls
of grits. "Oh, I see." I gasped.
This could mean the end of a beautiful career. I saw by the sundial
I had only 45 minutes to make
the seven o'clock jet back to New
York. I couldn't disappoint the
Chief and 20 million Young Sophisticates. What could I do but
type up the story and send it in?
The article appeared the following fall and was printed nationwide. I trembled to think of the
consequences when the pink rhinestone-studded
Princess phone rang
again. It was the Chief. I trembled.
"Oh Chiefie," I cried, "I didn't
mean it. I offer my abject apologies to you and to YS."
"Gurgles, dahling," she gasped.
"Stop it. I have wonderful news.
The College of Brewster was so
impressed with your 'delightful
treatment of the truth,' I think
they said, that they want to hire
you to write all their public relations releases! Isn't that grand?
Gurgles?"
I sat there dumbfounded, all
choked up as the tears coursed
down over my pink mohair parka.

To the Editor:
Concerning the matter of Chapel
announcements, I thought Messrs.
Nichols and Hawk made their
point very well in their letter last
week, and I join them in regretting
the present policy of limiting the
announcements read to those which
are presumed to interest at least
200 students.
Three things concern me in regard to this matter. The first is in
the form .of a query as to how
the fateful 200 was selected and
who is planning to do the counting. May we expect leniency to
prevail if an announcement is relevant to only 199 students? In the
second place, I would like to point
out that it is much more likely
that a diverse group will be reached through one morning announcement than through six made in
dining halls, where the clatter of
dishes is more distracting than the
clicking of knitting and shuffling
of papers would be.
My third point is a restatement
of the one made in last week's letter: the importance of intercommunication on the campus. Although, for example, an announcement concerning the exact time
and place of meeting of the Sailing
Club might be of direct interest
to only a small group, the fact that
there is an active Sailing Club
holding regular meetings should
be of more general interest to
everyone at Wooster. It is the
many organizations like the one
I have mentioned which help to
distinguish Wooster from the sta- THREE GALLON DONORS

Woosterians donated 106
pints of blood on Feb. 9 at
the Bloodmobile clinic in
Lower Babcock.

John Owen, Dotty Morley

and James Shew became

gal-

lon donors.
tistical picture of the average,
small, coeducational, liberal arts
college.

And because of a certain cynicism, which seems to afflict alike

the imaginative and the perceptive powers, and is evidently one
of the last symptoms of puberty,
we need to be reminded occasion
ally that things are being done at
Wooster outside of the classroom
and the Library, even if we are
not doing them. A sense of awareness of what is happening en campus can only be beneficial, and because Chapel announcements are
one of the most useful means of
communication, I believe w e
should return to the original policy
concerning them. Or must we
amend Matthew 18:20 to read:
"Where two or three hundred are
gathered together . . . ?"
Robert Tiews

Muchas Gracias
To the Editor:
The members of the Spanish De
partment feel that the many compliments which we have received
n the Spanish Dinner and the en- rtainment following it must be
cohyeyed to those who deserve
thenY On behalf of all the students
and guests who attended the din
ner we wish to express our pro
found gratitude and congratulations to Food Service which provided the sumptuous and excel-lend- y
prepared menu; to Renee
Fry and her committee for the
colorful and informative decorations (the placements, menus, programs and Argentinean mates) ;
to John Chapman, Lida Wenzel
and their committee for the delightful entertainment;
to Jim
Scoutten for the handsome pinata;
and to Sabra Cantrell and her
many helpers for the arrangements
for the hosts and hostesses. Without the generously given time and
creativity of these people such a
successful dinner would have been
impossible.

Sincerely yours,
Dr. Roberto Garcia Pinto
Mrs. Janet Michelena
Mrs. Mary Jameson
Miss Judith Lamb
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by Sieve Avakian
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Scot basketball fans who looked ahead in November to a n
season and possible conference championship saw the last part of their
vision dashed last Saturday night by Hiram. The first part died long
ago, of course. But as I look back at the campaign just finished I can't
help but think what could have been and also and this is more important what actually did happen.
Most of those predicting super things last fall were starry-eye- d
optimists. They noted games like Parsons (who they?) on
the schedule and promptly labeled this an easy season on paper. Al Van Wie, rarely an optimist by nature, called time-o- ut
when he heard these comments. Thinking back on his words I
would say Coach Al was
when he squelched comments
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U

-

20-wi-

in-bou- nds
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schedule.

Sure there were a few such games. Although Walsh has improved,
they still aren't in Wooster's league. Kenyon was a young team when
they played here and I would bet my typewriter mat a repeat of
Woo's 86-4drubbing of the Lords could not have happened a month
later. Heidelberg was supposedly a patsy, but their performance at
Akron last Thursday was almost inspired enough to win. Fredonia
State? They weren't up to championship caliber but they provided
Severance fans with an exciting evening.
And then there were the great upset wins over Otterbein,
Akron, and Ohio Wesleyan. To see Otterbein fall in what their
press release had termed "a dungeon pit" (Severance) was good
enough; but the 26 point margin added frosting to the cake.
Ohio Wesleyan saw the Scots ruin Gregory award winner Barry
Clemens' day, much to the disgust of those who claimed the
Presbyterians could never win big on the road. The victory over
Akron was, of course, a big chapter in Scot basketball history.
3

My personal award for the best effort of the season (and I know
I'm in the minority here) is the Wittenberg game. I took the 150
mile trip down to Springfield with the team and really got an insight
into what goes on during a jaunt like that. Despite their later upset
loss to Otterbein in the Southern Division finals, the Tigers played
like winners all season. To this reporter they were as good as Akron,
although a different type team. The manner in which Wooster battled
Wittenberg was enough to convince me that the 1964-6Scots were
5

much better than their record indicated.
Taking a look at a few other statistics reveals some informative tidbits. Tim Jordan injured his ankle in the first game
of the season (Heidelberg) and did not return to full action until
game number 13 against Akron. During this stretch the Scots
were 7 against what most felt was the easier half of the
schedule. After Tim returned to the line-u- p,
Wooster ran up a 9-- 3
mark against generally tougher competition. The lack of reserve
strength up front hurt all season. A good, tall sixth man would
have undoubtedly meant at least three or four more wins (the
Scots never lost all season by more than 12 points) and about
the same record as last year, 18-- 8.
5--

Statistics sometimes lie, of course, but in the case of one Scot
they just don't tell enough. Dave Guldin will be difficult to replace
in more ways than one. Here is a gifted individual who gave his
all to the team and whose quiet leadership has been a symbol of the
best things about Wooster, both on and off the court. Every Scot rooter
will miss him and his fellow captain, Grant Sherwood.

a team

which was a healthy
unit for just one game all season (Denison). Cage historians might
So the record books close on

skip over 1964-6- 5
as "just another year."
overlooking some important footnotes.
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AC Crovjn

by Don Kennedy
The last act of the Wooster basketeers, vintage 1964-65- ,
came to a dismal climax last Friday night with a 63-5- 6
loss
to Hiram in the second round of the OAC tournament. The
Terriers went on to lose to Akron the following evening.

Shooting miserably, the Scots
:
stands, still suffering from an
could not keep up with the Ter- ners iast pace, ana xiiram pulled
uijusy
to a slight lead midway through
Akron OAC Champs
the first period. They led by seven
Tony Laterza's Akron Zips
ZlP? went
wen?
l?n
mostlv due to
at the half. 35-2ITOm
r
ming of
the hot outside shooting of guard ??
6
5
Hiram Saturday to down OttPrhAjn
i:
"
for the conference championship,
The underdog Wooster outfit Tuesdav niVht. Alrmn
ina
stayed within shooting range in services of freshman Bob Smith.
me secona stanza out couia not now goes into the NCAA district
muster a hot streak. Even when finals opening tonight at Memorial
a1
. . t
.
IT II
me margin was cut to iour
pg.
V'MflW
points, nail.
Wv4&&&&&i0
IBiminiiT'flWlM
tne lerners remained cool, conWOOSTER
Dave Guldin, playing his last game
trolling the game completely.
in a Scot uniform, drives for a two-poibid against Hiram.
SCOT SEASON RESULTS
forward Bill Meyer got
The Terrier defender is
forward Bill Meyer,
into the Hiram act by pumping
70 Heidelberg
56
who scored 18 points. Wooster finished the season 14-1- 0,
his long
fine sucwith
Kenyon
86
43
with a 10-- 6 OC log.
cess. He tied the Dreviouslv un
72 Hiram
79
sung Warsder for scoring honors
53 Ashland
54
with 18.
54
Marietta
66
SCOT INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS FOR 1964-6- 5
80 Waynesburg
76
The Scots lost it on shooting
FT
FG
G
FGA
Pet.
TP
Reb.
Ave.
51 Youngstown
53
percentages, hitting only 33 per74
Hartwick
71
24 143
Gribble
329 81 81.8
146
367 15.3 cent to Hiram's 46 percent despite
91
Maine
98
taking more shots and
Guldin
24 120
282 84 82.3
268
324 13.5
77
Capital
73
their opponents. Bill
24 118
Harris
361 49 62.8
285 11.9
296
53
Muskingum
57
Gribble scored 14 to lead the futile
15
Jordan
139 38 56.7
69
111
176 11.7
69 Oberlin
72
Wooster effort. Senior
Baker
22
58 Akron U.
64
155 34 65.4
162
7.4
52
Dave Guldin garnered 16 rebounds
56
103
Walsh
19
Bishop
76
41
in his last collegiate effort. The
102 67 76.2
149
32
7.8
86
Otterbein
60
other
Grant Sherwood,
13
Sherwood
33
77 17 69.3
7.2
62
93
76
69
finished his frustrating season in
Roseberry
21
17
4.1
56 47 73.0
25
69
80 Parsons
83
Houser
17
25
65
9 90.0
3.5
32
59
56 Wittenberg
67
Springer
9
83 Mt. Union
9
24 15 65.2
17
33
3.7
75
Win
93 Fredonia
81
Beitzel
12
4
4
8
0 00.0
8
2.0
68
O.
Wesleyan
57
1
Fay
3
3
9
2.3
7
25.0
7
21-171
Denison
51
1
1
Young
2
3
0 00.0
3
4.0
4
78 Heidelberg
74
1
Bartholomew 1
2
0 00.0
3
2
2.0
by Will Johnson
56 Hiram
63
Wooster's wresding team closed
Team Totals 24 653 1617 432 70.0 1207 1738 72.4
its regular season Monday by
Opponents 24 614 1501 382 68.5
992 1610 67.0 dumping Kenyon 21-1- 1
on the
Scot mats. The win left Wooster
To Mark that
with a season's record of 4-SPECIAL OCCASION
Warren Welch got the Scots off
OAC
Nothing Says It
on the right foot with a second
period pin. Captain Bill Balloon
by Bill White
as well as
decision. At
dropped a close
Today swimming coach John Swigart took his team to 137 Eldon Milnes did everything
a Piece of Jewelry
Hiram College to compete in the annual OAC Relays. The but pin his man, winning 10-with a Diamond
team will stay overnight and compete Saturday before return- Dick Marr and Jim Johnson,
Wooster's 147 and
conin it.
ing home tomorrow evening.
tenders, lost their matches leaving
Last Saturday the Scots closed out their season in Sever- Kenyon in front 11-decision to Oberlin. Ted Ball
ance Pool by dropping a 54-3- 0
Jeff Nye put Wooster in the
won the 100 yard freestyle with a lead again by decking his opponDiamond Engagement Rings
54.3 clocking. The freestyle team ent in 4:00. Phil Cotterman folfrom $40.00
of Gary Tyack, Gerry Meyer, Bob lowed with a quick first period
Diamond Pendants
McKnight and Ted Ball captured pin. Cotterman finished the year
from $16.95
Wooster's only other first.
with an
mark. In the unlimited
The Oberlin coach entered "ex- class Doug Keen scored a 2 de- Diamond Tie Tacs
-from $21.50
which
hibition" swimmers
pre- cision.
The Scots are competing in the
GRIBBLE FALLS NINE SHORT
OAC tournament this weekend beRon Neill, alert statistician
ing held at Wittenberg. Hiram
ANY SCOT MAY
for the public relations office,
and B-should fight it out for
reports that Bill Gribble scored the team championship. However,
CHARGE IT
795 points during the past Phil Cotterman and Eldon Milnes
two seasons, just nine tallies
have shots at 177 and 137 class
short of the Wooster record honors respectively.
held by Dan Thomas.
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Tankmen Close Season At

Relays

2-- 0

0.

157-poun-

d

8.

8-- 1
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vented the score from going too
high. In many meets this season
the Scots have been aided by
friendly opponents who have purposely entered second and third
string swimmers to keep their
VOICE PHOTOGRAPHER Tim Kramer recently snapped this start of a practice race at Severance
Pool. The Scot swimmers, left to right, are Rich Irvin, Bob McKnight and Gary Tyack.

CHARGES

COSMETICS

STA-PRES- T

S
UHIQUE COOKERY
"SINCE

132 S. Buckey St.
WOOSTER, OHIO

score down.

The tankmen closed the regular
0
record, equalling last year's mark. Following
tomorrow's relays, the mermen
hang up their suits until next year.
season with a

1925

DIAMOND MERCHANTS
145 E. Liberty St.
Just East of the Square
Wooster, Ohio

1-1-

Continuous Service from
til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)

7:30 a.m.

For Reservations Phone

263-478- 6

PANTS
Phone

The New Wonder No
Iron Washable Slacks

GIFFINPRUGS"

1

LEVI'S

FRIDAY

263-28- 06

thru

TUESDAY

Jack Lemmon
Vima Us!

o3T

FARAH

in

Choose Now from

Closest to the Campus

a Large Selection

"HOW TO MURDER
'

YOUR WIFE"

$6.95
WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY

Prescription Center
"In the Heart of the Medical Area"
Phone

262-89- 41

BRENNER
BROS.
Lower the Cost of Dreuing Well

"YOUR CHEATING

HEART"

FREEDLANDER'S

and

YOUNG MODERN SHOP

"MURDER AHOY"
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The Winter Concert of the Scot Symphonic Band to be
presented Sunday, March 7, will mark the 25th anniversary
of the MacLeod tartan uniform on the hill.
25 years aeo that Stanley Davis' concert band
It was iust
p
n .
.1
i
wore tne uniionns ior tne nrst
of Kansas
i

City. The heavy Scotch
wool, together with the cock fea-

time in public.
The idea of kilts began with
Dean Westhafer's statement that
no Wooster coed could wear band
uniform trousers on the football

thers and sporans, were ordered
from a textile company in Glasgow, Scotland, which accepted the
order the day before England declared war on Germany.
The first shipment of the material was sunk by a submarine in the
Atlantic and as a result the shipment was delayed so that the uniforms could not be finished until
the March Concert, 1940.

field.

Since the girls were not permitted to wear trousers it was decided that the boys should wear
Scotch kilts. The idea caught fire
and the uniform drive was started
with a Tag Day at the Homecoming game, which raised the initial
$250.

22-2- 3,

Karatinos will represent the
college at the District 5 (Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois and Michi-

The high quality kilts which
Mr. Davis wanted cost approximately $5400 for 60 people. However, additional tag days were
avoided by the donation at an
Alumni banquet by Mr. Babcock,
also donor of Babcock Hall.
The uniforms were ordered from
the Craddock Uniform Company

Scot Band Plays
60-memb-

er

d

Vit-tori- o

MORE ON

four-moveme-

DEAN'S LIST
(Continued from Page 1)
Sophomores: Catherine Calkins, David Dax, Christina Frey, Henry Hoffmann, William Bay, Holly Humphreys,
Joyce Yachheim, Glen Heggie, Jeffrey
Rizor, Ruth Ball, Barrett Cole, Marilyn
Stains, Eugene Piper, Robert Hamas,
Peter Debes, Jeffrey Hazel,
Ivan Braun, Larry Hanawalt, Nancy
Lukens, Joyce Bertolini, James Mikkel-sen- ,
Wade Brynelson, David Kovacs,
Susan Russell, Sally Winkler, Ann
Abrams, Maritza Arrastia, Edward Piper, Sally Patton, Evangeline Stevens,
Linda Scott, Richard Bunce, Barbara
Lane, Harley King, Kathleen Woods,
Robert Boesch, Linda Beamer, Susan
Hellegers, Mary Shelton, Elaine Smith,
Elaine Anderson, Lynda Carpenter,
Sandra Ryburn, Kathryn Weaver, Carol
Myers,

nt

full-fledg-

ed

gan) elimination competition
at the University of Chicago.
The five top teams in this
tournament will receive invitations to the West Point National Championship Tourna-

halt time margin and survived

JSj

ment in April.

16 Lib Acquisitions

Include Xhatterley'

a Sig someback in the second half.
Sixth got as close as 48-4- 6
in the
game, but Jim Schaeffer's 24 and
Joe Bowden's 18 gave the Betas
their sixth win in the last seven A
League games played between the
two sections. Tom Cooper had 14
and Rick Curtis had 13 for the
losers, who ended the season with
a 10-- 3 mark.

French Play Stars
Arlequin In Love
This evening at 8:15 in
Scott Auditorium the French
Department will produce Arlequin Poli par V Amour (Harle-

Lois Kieffer, Susan Metzler, Larry
Ramseyer, Sara Ketchum, Susan White,
Sara Pickersgill, James Fletcher, Mark
Wynn, Marguerite Sherman, Susan
Stark, Paula Wilkes, Katherine Clark,
Susanne Johnston, Terry Sykes, Gary
Bishop, J. Coston Dlamini, Judith Tucker, Elizabeth Friesner, Terry Miller,
Robert Ostermiller, Ronald Wallace,
Ruth Kulp, George Siedel, Mary Beth
Marra, Judith Burland, Richard Hahn,
Joyce Giese, Joan Peterson, Robert
Riehl, Margaret Wright, Carol Linnell.
Freshmem
Paul Lewis, Kathleen
Bloom, Lindgren
Johnson,
Jeanne
Hughes,
Robert Levering,
Dennis
Yanchunas, Steven Sokoloff, Margaret
Wanty, Nancy Huffman, James Ward,
Susan Hole, Charles VanBuren, Marvin
Schie, Charles Noell, Ann Bigelow,
Scott Snyder, Margaret McCreight,
Francine Delk, Janis Teal, Jon Mynd-erse- ,
Joan Harford, Richard Amos, John
Wood, Richard Hyde,

quin Made Gracious by Love), a
one act comedy by the 18th century playwright Marivaux.
The theme of the play, an ideal
vehicle for theatrical frolic and
rollick, is that love is a masterful
teacher, able to transform even the
most clumsv simnletnn i'ntr a prn.
ture of charm. A fairy (Susan
Spaulding) meets the bumpkin
Arlequin (Gregg Lacy), and loves
him for his handsome face.
But instead of falling for the
fairy, Arlequin is attracted to

Martha Mock, Ann Berry, Thomas
Heston, Karyl Brotton, Gerald Lee,
Erica White, Judith Baras, Pamela
Conover, Richard Kerr, Nancy Guild,
Jean Adair, Margery May, Julia
William White, Jeffrey Nye,
Robert Borland, Gary Houston,
Sarah Sealock, Katherine O'Neill,
Craig Jensen, Marna Pyle, David Smith,
Michael Johnson, Gail Gray, Edgar
Ball, Peter Allen, Judith Kraseman,
Timothy Hunt, William Palmer, George
Killough, Sandra Crittender, Joseph
Cook, Margaret Butler, Edward Right-or- ,
Robin Reece, Jean Fry, Frances
Wardlaw.
e,

behind Ron Wallace's
team,
22 points. Denny Bate had 19 for
the losers.

You Roam

MORE ON

ON LAND

GRAD SCHOOL COMPETITION
(Continued from Page 1)

and

what

OR SEA
OR FOAM

special qualifications

they possess.

Perhaps the greatest factor in

semi-fina-

Sixteen books requested by
losing streak by dea
students are now available on feating Seventh
after trailing
the library shelves. Most are
at the half. Jim O'Brien
novels by popular and notable paced the Rabbis with 13 points
1

contemporary authors, although while Bud Joshua led the losers
suggestions of all kinds have been with 12.
considered.
The other semi-finopponents
were undetermined at printing
Martin Luther King's Why We
deadline. They will be the winCan't Wait was the one book re
ners of last night's games between
quested on civil rights that has
Sixth A and Second and the other
arrived. John Cheever, Philip
pairing Fifth against the Faculty.
Roth, Ken Kesey, Saul Bellow and
The Faculty got into the A tourna
Peter De Vries have aroused in
ment by virtue of their 6444
terest with recent novels included
championship playoff over Eighth.
in this 16. Older but still controThe Faculty entry finished 10-- in
versial works such as Lady
the B League while Eighth ended
Lover and The Rainbow,
Gordon Collins and Don Beane
by D. H. Lawrence, and William
paced the victors with 21 and 15,
Golding's Lord of the Flies have al
while Bill Piper and Carl Angell
so arrived. Other titles include A
each had 13 for Eighth.
Ship Called Hope; Zorba, the
The A League tourney this year
Greek; Joseph Heller's Catch-22- ;
is
being accompanied by a tournaand Walter Benton's poetical Never
A Greater Need. The most unusual ment of top teams from the Freshrequest received was for a Part man and B Leagues. Eighth faced
ridge dictionary of Origins, which the freshman B-- team from Douglas Thursday to determine one
was ordered along with Lady
while E-and
Lover.
two other freshman leaStudents can still submit re- gue teams, met to decide another.
quests for books in the box at the E-gained the spot against
center desk of the library but are
in the nine team field
asked to be sure to check the card with a 45-3win over the Second
catalogue first. Many books which B team. Gary Gacek and Bob Flan-iga- n
have been suggested are already in
each had 12 for the winners
the library. Several books are now while Tom Taylor hit 13 for the
on order, and should be available losers. In one semi-fina- l
game the
here soon. Lists of recently cata- Sigs (9-2- )
will face the Kappas
logued books, including student
The Sigs earned the spot
selections, are posted on the cam- with a 40-3- 3
win over the
pus side bulletin board of the
while the Kappas beat the
Freshman League champion D-al

1

Chat-terley-
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9--
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partment at Wooster and the
graduate school. Because the College has, for example, a history
professor from Chicago, his contacts enhance the chances of future
students there. As a remedy Dean
Drushal hopes to increase the
variety of schools from which new
wooster professors are obtained.
For this reason, Wooster subsidizes the expenses of each of its
professors to one convention a year
in order for them to develop new
contacts with other schools.
"It's a problem to which all
schools must be alert," commented
the dean. "We must present a real
picture of the type of education
Wooster students receive."
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to help you
346

Bowman St.
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Wooster, Ohio
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263-780- 1
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FLAIR TRAVEL
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Exciting
New
J. Designs
"

).

Tri-Kap- s,
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AID DEADLINE

Students are reminded of
the deadline for all financial
aid and board job applications. Forms must be returned
to the Dean's Office by March

Darlene May, Joseph Morley, Dianne
Bradford, Carol Glock, Webster White,
Penelope Winters, Paul Karkainen,
15.
Linda Vigrass, Parry Parkinson, Susan
Drysdale, Malcolm Williams, Nancy
Little, Virginia Metzler, Joan Fasold,
Joseph Fay, Allan Brown, Carolyn a lovely shepherdess, Sylvia (Kay
Mantek, Laurence Krieg, Frank Raber, Sarchet), and even
manages to
Jane Edick, Carol Hackler, Amy
steal the
n,

Where e'er

54-4- 8

the graduate school competition is
First's opponent in the
l
round will be Third. Third broke the relationship between the de-

H

Carolyn Hole, Walter Rogers, Robert
Mann, Wade Boyle, George Hamrah,
Susan Anderson, Nancy Blewitt, Polly
Morison, William Mateer, Ellen Covert,
Charles Rath, Carl Denlinger, Ann Gilbert, Lynn Guentzel, Philip Neale, Barbara Homce, Peter Robinson, Elizabeth
Colton, James Dawson, Lynn Nimmo,
James Johnston, Richard Galloway,
Carla Livezey, Larry Griffis, Johnson
Jato, Barbara Oder,

College Book
Store

9

17-1- 0

The Scot Symphonic Band will
present its annual winter concert
on Sunday at 8:15 p.m. in the
McLeod-claChapel. The
organization will perform a
program composed exclusively of
music written originally for band.
The feature work will be
Giannini's "Symphony No.
3," a
work written
in 1961 which is rated as one of
four great
symphonies
written for band.
Soloist for the evening will be
Kenneth Hook, an alumnus of the
Scot Band, who will perform David
Johnston's "Essay for Trumpet and
Band."
Director Stuart Ling has programmed one of his own compositions, a somewhat unusual
piece called "Scherzo for Woodwind Quintet and Band."
Ruth Mock will be the student
conductor for Alfred Reed's fiery
"Festive Overture."

at the

The annual Kenarden League basketball tournament is
at the semi-finstage. Biggest surprise to date was First's 55-4victory over the regular season champion Sixth AA team.
First never trailed in the came as they held a commanding 31- al

Watch for

SUPER VALUE WEEK

by Dennis Goettel

and Nick

35-3-

,

Long-brak-

weekend at Michigan State

nine-gam- e

'

For-ma-

Tourney Battle Opens
As First Upsets Sixth AA

The Scot debate team finished 10th out of 14 this past
University. On March

'

KL

DEBATE TEAM REPORT

Rocky Rockenstein
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ring from the enamored
fairy, who is consoled by her servant Trivelin (Paul Browne) . Complicating the action are a competitor for Sylvia's attention (Johnson Jato) and Sylvia's cousin
(Judy Black).
Dick Hunter has arranged
music from the original 1720 presentation of the play by the Come-dien- s
Italians, and Arlene Dingil-ia- n
is choreographer for interpretative peasant dancing. Director of
the production is Miss Ruth Reuben of the French Department.

SCOT WINTERSPORTSMEN:

Congratulations for Fine Showing,
Roundballers.
Best of Luck this Weekend
at OAC Tournaments,
Grappfers and Mermen.
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RINGS

M O

True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of
design, reflecting the full brilliance and beauty
of the center diamond... a perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under

Penguin
GOSPEL

&

"Jewelers." Prices from $100
td $2500. Rings enlarged to
show beauty of detail.Trade-mar- k
registered.

Pelican New Titles

COMMENTARIES

THE STAIN ON THE SNOW

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

THE LAST CONFUCIAN

booklet, "How To Plan
Please send new
Your Engagement and Wedding" end new
full color folder, both for only 254. Also, send
special offer of beautiful
Bride's Book.
20-pa-

ge

1

COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN

JL

Wash 20c ,P,,J
D"7
Load
Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00
Beall Avenue

Beall at Hartzler

44-pa-

AMERICAN FOLK SONGS
SCIENCE

OF ANIMAL

BEHAVIOR

j

ARMS AND THE MAN

Phone

264-18- 91

I

Cty

--

irrcDCAifc niAMAMn oiki

Co.

Sfot

cvDiriicc

m

v mm
.
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PURCHASE

KEEPSAKE RINGS

AT

WHITE'S JEWELRY STORE

at

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE

ge

Nam

THE DEVIL'S DISPUTE

H

ge

Address.

fotffcwtfMplna.

DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS

Two Blocks North of Campus

ECON-O-WAS-

FUTURE OF THE WELFARE STATE

2-pa-

EXPERT SERVICE

215

E.

AT HONEST PRICES

Liberty St.

Wooster, Ohio
Phone

262-79- 66

